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PDFTextStream allows a developer to read, parse, and get the text content of a
PDF document. PDFTextStream for Java and.NET both offer the same features
and performance for extracting all the text and metadata you need from a PDF
file. PDFTextStream for Java provides the following features: Integrated PDF
metadata reader: PDFTextStream for Java is built to parse metadata. By
leveraging the PDF standard, we have been able to create a metadata reader that
is fully compliant with the PDF specification. PDFTextStream for Java can
extract the following metadata items from PDFs: Apparent Type Name: (now
known as Document Type), the Object Identifier (OCG), Icon, and the Title.
Other metadata items, such as creation date, author, pages, keywords, and more.
Value Indexed Text content: The content is extracted directly into the
native.NET or Java word and line stream (structured text format).
PDFTextStream for Java reads and parses all the text in the file, then stores that
text as a byte stream, in standard.NET or Java word and line format. Document
display: PDFTextStream for Java enables you to manipulate and display all of
the extracted text, metadata, and form data in the document. You can choose to
display all the text, metadata, or form data independently, or you can display all
three types of content together. PDFTextStream for Java will always return to
you the structured text data. Extension PDF content: PDF content can be
embedded in a PDF file. By analyzing and identifying the embedded PDF
content in the file, PDFTextStream for Java can extract that content.
PDFTextStream for Java has been designed and tested to function on PDF
documents as small as 1-3 MB. PDFTextStream can also be used for files larger
than 3 MB, but will incur additional time and system resource usage.
PDFTextStream also provides a direct, simple, and stable method of extracting
text directly from a PDF file: Keyword Search: PDFTextStream for Java
provides a keyword search and highlight functionality that enables you to search
for specific keywords and titles in any PDF file, and to locate all the text that
matches those keywords in the document. PDFTextStream for Java only
requires that you pass in a keyword list, and returns the extracted text in the
same structure as is returned from the built-in PDFReader API.
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PDFTextStream for Java also includes a comprehensive list of standard PDF
keywords
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PDFTextStream is a powerful library for.NET and Java designed to enable you
to get the text, metadata, and form data you need from PDF documents.
PDFTextStream includes PDFTextStream for Java and PDFTextStream
for.NET. PDFTextStream for Java is written in 100% pure Java, with no native
components or dependencies. Its only requirement is a compliant Java 1.4 (or
higher) JVM. PDFTextStream for Java is suitable for use in demanding
desktop and server applications, including those with significant concurrency
requirements. It has been designed to be amenable to parallelization, so that you
can fully utilize your hardware and infrastructure investments when processing
PDF documents without worrying about locking or race conditions. Of course,
being a Java library, PDFTextStream may be used by any JVM language that
supports interoperability with Java APIs, including Clojure, Scala, Groovy,
JRuby, Jython, and so on. PDFTextStream for.NET is produced by translating
the standard PDFTextStream for Java binary into a pure managed.NET
assembly. This translation process is complete, and does not entail any side
effects that impair the functionality, robustness, API's, or performance of
PDFTextStream for.NET. All of the concurrency and parallelism guarantees
provided by PDFTextStream for Java apply to its.NET cousin. As with
PDFTextStream for Java, PDFTextStream for.NET may be used by any.NET
language, including C#, VB.NET, F#, managed C++, and so on. [More]
PDFTextStream is a powerful library for.NET and Java designed to enable you
to get the text, metadata, and form data you need from PDF documents.
PDFTextStream includes PDFTextStream for Java and PDFTextStream
for.NET. PDFTextStream for Java is written in 100% pure Java, with no native
components or dependencies. Its only requirement is a compliant Java 1.4 (or
higher) JVM. PDFTextStream for Java is suitable for use in demanding
desktop and server applications, including those with significant concurrency
requirements. It has been designed to be amenable to parallelization, so that you
can fully utilize your hardware and infrastructure investments when processing
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PDF documents without worrying about locking or race conditions. Of course,
being a Java library, PDFTextStream may be used by any JVM language that
supports interoperability with Java APIs, including Clojure, Scala 77a5ca646e
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PDFTextStream for.NET is a pure managed library for reading and writing
PDF text streams in.NET. This library allows you to use C# and VB.NET to
read and write plain text, metadata, form fields, and more. If your application
needs more functionality, PDFTextStream for.NET gives you the ability to use
the Document Object Model (DOM) to read and write any stream in a PDF
document. PDFTextStream for.NET is able to read and write all of the most
important forms, including form fields and comments. PDFTextStream
for.NET can read the ExternalResources dictionary and, for each resource, read
the embedded document reference, embedded font, and XObject.
PDFTextStream for.NET can even read and write PDF annotations, including
the page numbers and cross-reference lists found in PDF documents. Features
PDFTextStream for.NET is designed for.NET and Java, so it has the same
features as PDFTextStream for Java: Text (plain-text) content, metadata, form
fields, and any other kinds of data, such as images, embedded fonts, and
XObjects, may be read and written using either the Document Object Model
(DOM) or the object model. You can use this library in both desktop and server
environments. PDFTextStream for.NET supports UTF-8, UTF-16, and
UTF-16BE and UTF-32 and UTF-32BE. The library is ready to read and write
XML documents. The PDFTextStream for.NET library is suitable for use in
demanding desktop and server applications, including those with significant
concurrency requirements. PDFTextStream for.NET has been designed to be
amenable to parallelization, so that you can fully utilize your hardware and
infrastructure investments when processing PDF documents without worrying
about locking or race conditions. PDFTextStream for.NET is fully scalable.
Unlike PDFTextStream for Java, which is designed to handle large numbers of
concurrent requests by operating in a single-threaded fashion, PDFTextStream
for.NET utilizes the capabilities of the Common Language Runtime (CLR) and
the.NET framework to operate in a multi-threaded fashion. In this way, the
library can automatically scale to any number of clients. For this reason,
PDFTextStream for.NET may be useful for applications that require highthroughput, as well as those that require high-availability. The following table
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shows the main features of PDFTextStream for.NET and PDFText
What's New In?

PDFTextStream is a highly efficient library for text extraction from PDF
documents. It does so by means of a Java or.NET library that computes what
the equivalent Tagged PDF (TX) command would look like for a given PDF
document. PDFTextStream is simple to use, but some PDF documents are more
difficult to parse than others. As a result, PDFTextStream requires one or more
template(s) to provide the grammar and other knowledge required to parse PDF
files. Each template may be written in any JVM language. Clojure, Scala,
Groovy, JRuby, Jython, or any other JVM-based language may be used. The
same is true for.NET languages; any language that supports interoperability
with.NET APIs may be used. PDFTextStream uses Unicode text analysis to
take advantage of the full Unicode character set in the language of the source
code. PDFTextStream does not rely on the presence of language-specific text
normalization or character set conversion. This means that it will work just as
well with the Windows-1252 character set, as it will with Unicode, provided
that the documents to be parsed are in UTF-8 format, and the text you extract is
in the same format. PDFTextStream includes a compiler that generates a TX
Stream that is appropriate for extracting the text, metadata, and form data you
need from PDF documents. If you run the compiler in verbose mode, you can
view the individual commands and instructions that are generated.
Requirements: PDFTextStream requires a compliant Java 1.4 (or higher) JVM.
PDFTextStream for Java is compatible with the Sun Microsystems reference
implementations (1.4, 5, 5.0, 6, 6.0, 7, 7.0, and JDK 1.5), Oracle's HotSpot Java
implementation (1.4, 1.5, and 1.6), the GNU Classpath version of Java (GNU
Java 1.4, 1.5, and 1.6), and other implementations. PDFTextStream for Java
supports all standard Java language keywords, including constructors, classes,
methods, strings, arrays, arrays of arrays, and so on. PDFTextStream for Java
supports Java language for loops and other control constructs, as well as the
standard Java collections, such as Map and Set. PDFTextStream has been
tested with the latest version of Sun Java 5, Sun Java 6, Oracle's HotSpot Java
version 1.4, and the GNU Classpath version of Java 1.4, 1.5, and 1.6. License:
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This software is released under the terms of the GNU General Public License
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 10 (64-bit) Processor: Intel Core i3-530 @ 2.9GHz
(dual core) or equivalent Memory: 2 GB RAM Graphics: DirectX 11
compatible card with 1GB of VRAM DirectX: Version 11 Network: Broadband
Internet connection Storage: 30 GB available space Additional Notes: Embrace
the Horde! Experience the thrill of being a fallen hero in Trine 3: The Artifacts
of Power, the brand new action-RPG from
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